Students

Does the project fall within the scope of a grant the PI has, which has money for stats support?

- Yes
  - PI's grant pays

- No
  - Would this project or level of analysis have been done had the student not been involved?
    - Yes
      - Department pays
    - No
      - Is the student part of any of the following programs: James Scholar, Craig Fellow, RSPP, IRGMed, or another COM-sponsored program with a research component?
        - Yes
          - Dean's Office pays
        - No
          - Is the student making a major contribution* to the research effort?
            - Yes
              - Dean's Office pays
            - No
              - Department pays

*Major contribution entails protocol writing, data acquisition, preparing data for analysis, contributing to manuscript writing
Residents/Fellows

Does the project fall within the scope of a grant the PI has, which has money for stats support?

- Yes
  - PI’s grant pays

- No
  - Would this project or level of analysis have been done had the resident/fellow not been involved?
    - No
      - Is the project being done to fulfill the research requirement for a resident/fellow?
        - Yes
          - GME pays
        - No
          - Is the resident making a major contribution* to the research effort?
            - No
              - Department pays
            - Yes
              - GME pays
  - Yes
    - Department pays

*Major contribution entails protocol writing, data acquisition, preparing data for analysis, contributing to manuscript writing